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Disney Princess (Funfax)
The New York Times Best Seller Experience the Star Wars saga
reimagined as an Elizabethan drama penned by William
Shakespeare himself, complete with authentic meter and verse,
and theatrical monologues and dialogue by everyone from Yoda
to a hungry wampa. Many a fortnight have passed since the
destruction of the Death Star. Young Luke Skywalker and his
friends have taken refuge on the ice planet of Hoth, where the
evil Darth Vader has hatched a cold-blooded plan to capture
them. Only with the help of a little green Jedi Master—and a
swaggering rascal named Lando Calrissian—can our heroes
escape the Empire's wrath. And only then will Lord Vader
learn how sharper than a tauntaun's tooth it is to have a Jedi
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child. Authentic meter, stage directions, reimagined movie
scenes and dialogue, and hidden Easter eggs throughout will
entertain and impress fans of Star Wars and Shakespeare alike.
Every scene and character from the film appears in the play,
along with twenty woodcut-style illustrations that depict an
Elizabethan version of the Star Wars galaxy.What light through
Yoda's window breaks? Methinks you'll find out in the pages of
The Empire Striketh Back!
To some she's a princess, to others a general, but to everyone,
Leia Organa is one of the galaxy's greatest leaders. Learn all
about Leia's exciting adventures in this exciting Level 2 reader
that's perfect for young Star Wars fans just starting to read on
their own.
A charming new title from Funfax which brings together a
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whole host of Disney's fairest fairytale characters, including
classic favourites such as Snow White, Cinderella and Sleeping
Beauty as well as more recent royal hits such as Jasmine from
Aladdin and Ariel from The Little Mermaid. Young girls will be
able to record their fairytale lives as well as read about their
Princess pals with the help of this new Funfax organiser. The
file is also packed with a secret diary, tips on securing an
invitation to the ball, a pull-out poster, puzzles & quizzes,
stickers and much more.
The Story Reader Me Reader and Disney Classics 8-Book
Library is a new electronic reading system from the makers of
Story Reader 2.0. The Me Reader is a 4½x6-inch electronic pad
that reads out loud each of eight Disney Classics storybooks.
The reading pad is compatible only with the storybooks
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included in the set. The Me Reader system is recommended for
children ages 3 years and older.The device is simple to work. To
begin, children select one of the eight storybook buttons on the
Me Reader, which is made of sturdy hard plastic. Next, they
find the storybook they have selected, open to the first page of
the story, and press a "Read Story" button on the pad to
activate the narrator's voice. Each time they turn a page,
children again press a "Read Story" button to continue hearing
the story. Kids know which "Read Story" button to press by
matching those on the pad with those in the storybook.The set
includes these eight 20-page hardcover Disney Classics
storybooks:* Finding Nemo* Lion King* Aladdin* Winnie the
Pooh* Dumbo* Jungle Book* 101 Dalmatians* Peter PanThe
Story Reader Me Reader and Disney Classics 8-Book Library is
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packaged in a sturdy cardboard storage box with a plastic
carrying handle. The Me Reader conforms to the toy safety
requirements of ASTM F963-08. Three AAA batteries that
power the reading pad are included.
Disney Princess
My Nan
The Truce at Bakura
Mood Mapping
More Than 200,000 Combinations
Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back: So You Want to Be a
Jedi?

The further adventures of Luke Skywalker
and his friends in their continuing battle
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against Darth Vader and the evil side of the
Force.
This new edition of an established text
provides a succinct and up-to-date historical
overview of the story of English literature.
Focusing on how writing both reflects and
challenges the periods in which it is
produced, John Peck and Martin Coyle
combine close readings of key texts with
recent critical thinking on the interaction of
literary works and culture. Providing a lively
introductory guide to English literature from
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Beowulf to the present day, the authors write
in their characteristically lucid and accessible
style. A true masterpiece of clarity and
compression, this is essential reading for
undergraduate students coming across the
vast areas of English literature for the first
time and looking for a way of making critical
sense of the texts being studied. In addition,
the concise nature and narrative structure of
this book makes it excellent reading for
general readers. New to this Edition: Revised chapter on twentieth century
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literature - Complete new chapter on twentyfirst century literature - Updated Chronology
and Further Reading section
Read about Sherriff Woody, Buzz Lightyear
and Bo Peep in a multisensory book.
Read along with Star Wars! Luke Skywalker
does some fast flying as he protects Hoth's
rebel base from the Empire. This level 1 early
reader retells classic scenes from Star Wars:
The Empire Strikes Back as the rebels face
off against the Empires dreaded mechanical
AT-ATs. Featuring beautiful full-color
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illustrations and word for word narration, this
World of Reading book is perfect for little
Star Wars fans who are ready to read on their
own.
Star Wars Treasury
Prince William
Ice Age Continental Drift Creativity Book
5-Minute Star Wars Stories Strike Back
The Original Trilogy
The British National Bibliography
A simple biography of the popular English prince, whose
happiness was tempered with the divorce of his parents
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and then by the death of his mother.
Princess Leia, Han Solo, and Luke Skywalker struggle to
unite Rebel and Imperial forces against the deadly Ssiruuk, reptilian invaders of the outpost Bakura who plan to
enslave the entire galaxy for purposes of war and
destruction. Reprint.
Acclaimed, New York Times best-selling author Adam
Gidwitz delivers a captivating retelling of Star Wars: The
Empire Strikes Back like you've never experienced
before, infusing the iconic, classic tale of good versus
evil with a unique perspective and narrative style that will
speak directly to today's young readers while enhancing
the Star Wars experience for core fans of the saga.
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Award-winning author Patricia C. Wrede tells the final
chapter of the Star Wars saga, in this incredible novel
based on one of the most eagerly awaited movies of all
time. The circle will now be complete: the final
installment of the Star Wars saga, showing the
emergence of Darth Vader, the downfall of the Jedi, and
the revenge of the Sith.
The Toys Are Back!
The Story So Far
Disney Frozen: The essential guide
I Was Bored On Christmas Day
Star Wars Trilogy: The Empire Strikes Back
William Shakespeare's The Empire Striketh Back
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Disney Princess FunfaxDisney Princess
Join Luke Skywalker on his epic adventure from the
deserts of Tatooine to the forests of Endor and beyond,
in this lavishly-illustrated treasury retelling the stories of
the original Star Wars trilogy. With 120 full-colour
paintings by the masterful Brian Rood, this is the perfect
gift for new and existing fans.
Celebrate the epic stories of the original Star Wars trilogy
- A New Hope, Empire Strikes Back and - Return of the
Jedi - in this spectacular illustrated edition.
Mood mapping simply involves plotting how you feel
against your energy levels, to determine your current
mood. Dr Liz Miller then gives you the tools you need to
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lift your low mood, so improving your mental health and
wellbeing. Dr Miller developed this technique as a result
of her own diagnosis of bipolar disorder (manic
depression), and of overcoming it, leading her to seek
ways to improve the mental health of others. This
innovative book illustrates: * The Five Keys to Moods:
learn to identify the physical or emotional factors that
affect your moods * The Miller Mood Map: learn to
visually map your mood to increase self-awareness *
Practical ways to implement change to alleviate low
mood Mood mapping is an essential life skill; by giving
an innovative perspective to your life, it enables you to
be happier, calmer and to bring positivity to your own life
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and to those around you. ‘A gloriously accessible read
from a truly unique voice’ Mary O’Hara, Guardian ‘It’s
great to have such accessible and positive advice about
our moods, which, after all, govern everything we do. I
love the idea of MoodMapping’ Dr Phil Hammond ‘Can
help you find calm and take the edge off your anxieties’
Evening Standard ‘MoodMapping is a fantastic tool for
managing your mental health and taking control of your
life’ Jonathan Naess, Founder of Stand to Reason
Story Reader Me Reader and Disney Classics 8-Book
Library
Gandhi, CEO
Toy Story 4
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The Cumulative Book Index
Robot Wars File

A LONG TIME AGO IN A GALAXY FAR, FAR
AWAY...EVERYONE'S FAVORITE TALE of good
versus evil takes on a whole new look in this
graphic novel! Join Luke Skywalker, Han Solo,
Princess Leia, Darth Vader, and the rest of
the heroes and villains from a galaxy far,
far away in this graphic novel collection
that retells the original three Star Wars
films: A New Hope, The Empire Strikes Back,
and Return of the Jedi. You'll experience the
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saga in a way you never have before!.
The Rebellion faces its darkest hour in Star
Wars: Episode V The Empire Strikes Back.
Fully illustrated with gorgeous images by
Star Wars artist Brian Rood, this epic
storybook also includes a CD with word-forword narration, music, and character voices.
Follow along as Luke Skywalker trains with
Yoda to become a Jedi and defeat the fearsome
Darth Vader.
Telling the story of the nineties through the
TV that we watched and the people who made
it, this is a kiss under the mistletoe with
the shows the defined a nation and a fumble
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with the things that fell through the cracks.
From "Bullseye" to B*Witched, Ben Baker takes
a nostalgic potter through the past whilst
documenting its impact on the present. Its an
era where we said "Eh-oh" to the Teletubbies
and goodbye to the Trotters, Noel Edmonds was
everywhere and people nervously waited out
the Millennium and the end of times it would
inevitably bring. A time where mobile phones,
the internet and DVD were becoming an
affordable reality yet co-existed in a world
where Bamboozle on Teletext, the Funfax and
VHS cassette labels marked in red ink "MUM'S
TAPE - SOLDIER SOLDIER - DO NOT TOUCH" were
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still a regular sight in many homes.
Programmes featured include "Bruce Forsyth's
Generation Game", "Bernard and the Genie",
"Des O' Connor Tonight", "Stella Street",
"The Wrong Trousers", "Teletubbies", "Newman
and Baddiel Christmas in Pieces", "The Ghosts
of Oxford Street", "Maid Marian and Her Merry
Men", "TFI Friday", "Men Behaving Badly",
"Auntie's Bloomers", "2 Point 4 Children",
"Stars In Their Eyes", "Light Lunch",
"Walker, Texas Ranger", "Dinnerladies",
"Beavis and Butt-Head", "Father Ted",
"Gladiators", "The Tony Ferrino Phenomenon",
"The Flint Street Nativity" and "The Wizard
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Of Oz...On Ice". No really. Plus star names
including Take That, Madonna, Harry Hill,
Quentin Crisp, Lenny Henry, Mrs Merton,
Willie Carson, Adam and Joe, Johnny Vegas,
Rory Bremner, Edd The Duck, Mr Blobby, Lulu,
Buffy the Vampire Slayer and the Spice Girls.
It was the nineties and it feels like it
happened only two minutes ago and
simultaneously in another lifetime.
A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away...
An Empire grows stronger. A rebellion is
threatened. A young apprentice learns from a
wise master. An identity is revealed. The
journey takes a dark turn.
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A Graphic Novel
A Leader Named Leia
Dark Lord : the Rise of Darth Vader
Star Wars, the Empire Strikes Back Mix Or
Match Storybook
A Disney Lucasfilm Read-Along (Level 1)
Star Wars

A brand new collection of twelve action-packed retellings
that span the entire Star Wars saga-including two tales
from Star Wars: The Last Jedi! These exciting stories can
each be read in just five minutes-perfect for galactic
adventures at lightspeed!
Join Gerald as he gets ready for the most anticipated
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annual event of the animal calendar - the Jungle Dance!
Will he be able to put together his dance moves in time?
Perhaps with a little help, in the form of sticker activities
and colouring-in fun, Gerald will shine on the jungle
dancefloor! Packed with activities galore including a
sticker jigsaw, animal counting fun, shimmy shadow
match, a moonlit maze, a dancing game and even a funky
monkey groovy smoothie recipe AND over 200 stickers
and a fab colouring section at the end of the book - this
annual will keep children busy for hours. Giraffes Can't
Dance is an internationally bestselling book, with over 1.75
million copies sold worldwide. This annual includes
excerpts from the story, so that Gerald fans, new and old,
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will be able to enjoy his jolly jungle japes!
A cheeky account of a chubby law graduate, as he
waddles through life and law text books, in his rather futile
attempts at wooing his pretty Gujarati classmate. Ankur
Palekar, a third year law student believes his life is quite
sorted out, except that he does not want to become a
lawyer, has a family history of lunacy and has actually
fallen in love. Vyas, Ankur’s room mate and best friend,
has no such problems – only a girl friend who emerges
from a grave yard of all places and who insists on visiting
him in his boy’s hostel. A Malayali friend, whose car never
starts and vocal chords never stop, a college festival being
organized without the college and an arranged marriage
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which is more deranged than arranged are some of the
other highlights. Funny, pacey, yet it has it’s moments,
‘When a Lawyer falls in love....” Is the kind of book, that
will make you laugh and cry, both for the same reasons!
Join Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, and Princess Leia for one
action-packed adventure after the next! This collection
features 18 stories from the original Star Wars trilogy,
beautifully illustrated by Star Wars artist Brian Rood. With
foil on the cover, gilded pages, and over 250 pieces of
both spot and full-page art, this storybook is a must-have
for fans!
Star Wars: The Original Trilogy Stories ((Storybook
Collection))
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Star Wars : the Original Trilogy
Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back Read-Along
Storybook and CD
Star Wars Part the Fifth
A Storybook
The Empire Strikes Back Storybook
Faithfully bringing events from the film to the comics page, this
adaptation combines the epic wonder of a galaxy far, far away
with streamlined, young reader-friendly designs, making this a
visual treat for longtime fans and a great introduction for
newcomers.
'My Nan' is brightly illustrated, fun, and focuses on key areas
of interest for the age range. This book covers a wide range of
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fiction genres listed for Key Stage 1 in the National Literacy
Strategy.
Gandhi, a CEO? Absolutely—and an incomparable example
for our uncertain times, when we need leaders we can trust
and admire. Not only was he a moral and intensely spiritual
man, but also a supremely practical manager and a powerful
agent for change, able to nurture the rebirth of an entire
nation. Alan Axelrod looks at this much-studied figure in a way
nobody has before, employing his fluid, engaging, and
conversational style to bring each lesson to life through quotes
and vivid examples from Gandhi's life. New in paperback.
No movie tie-in beats Ice Age for playground “cool”—and this
fun-filled activity book will provide hours and hours of
enjoyment for young fans. It's absolutely packed with stickers,
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stencils, pullout craft paper, games, puzzles, doodling,
coloring, and more. Kids will have a blast drawing Manny,
creating a lovable Scrat mask, or steering the herd safely
through an icy maze. Stills and character art from the
blockbuster Ice Age films illustrate all the activities.
Giraffes Can't Dance Animal Annual
90s Christmas Telly from Ant and Dec to Zig and Zag
14 Principles to Guide and Inspire Modern Leaders
Children's Books in Print
The Empire Strikes Back
The Children's Buyer's Guide

Darth Vader, the evil emperor's powerful
enforcer, sets out to eliminate all resistance to
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the Empire, a mission that reveals his true
strength and role as the Emperor's iron fist.
Text and illustrations present characters from
Star Wars, episode III, revenge of the Sith and
the technology they use.
The next in Alan Axelrod's engaging and
popular CEO series spotlights a perfect subject:
Napoleon, the brilliant military strategist who
also laid the administrative and judicial
foundations for much of Western Europe.
Axelrod looks at this much-studied figure in a
new way, exploring six areas that constitute
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the core of what made Napoleon a great leader:
Audacity, Vision, Empathy, Strategy, Logistics,
and Tactics. Within these areas Axelrod
formulates approximately 60 lessons framed in
military analogies, valuable for anyone who
aspires to leadership, whether in the boardroom
or the Oval Office.
Plot your way to emotional health and
happiness
6 Principles to Guide and Inspire Modern
Leaders
Napoleon, CEO
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Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back Graphic
Novel Adaptation
World of Reading Star Wars: AT-AT Attack!
When A Lawyer Falls In Love
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